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SCHOOL NEWSLETTER
Heads Up
We have reached the end of the 2019/20 academic year, and what a year it has been! All the things we took for
granted such as education, socialising with friends and family, playing sport, going out to the cinema, restaurants
and shopping, were all taken away from us as a result of the Covid-19 virus.
Things are slowly returning to some level of normality and I am determined not to take things for granted in the
future; I am sure you feel the same way.
I am really looking forward to seeing everyone again in September: schools are strange places without students. It
will be important that we take time to talk about the lockdown, how we have felt through it, and to catch up with
friends we have not seen in a while. We have had to make some changes to the way the school will operate in
September so that we can ensure everyone is safe.
Here are some of the changes we have put in place but don’t worry if it doesn’t make much sense, we will explain it
all in a letter to your parents and take you through it on the first day back. The main changes are:
Each year group will be allocated a zone within school where they will have all their lessons, apart from PE
which will go ahead as normal using the sports facilities
Break times, lunchtimes and school finish times will be different for each year group and each year group will be
allocated a different lunch space
KS3 and KS4 pupils will have different entrance and exit points to the school
You will continue to study all your lessons but they might have to be delivered differently without specialist
equipment
I would like to finish by saying a huge thank you to all of you who have worked really hard during the lockdown. The
work that has been sent through to me and your teachers has been exceptional, we are really proud of you! Get
plenty of rest over the summer holidays, make sure you get outdoors (where it is safe to do so) and get plenty of
exercise. There is no requirement to complete home learning tasks over the summer holidays and I have asked my
teachers to take a break from providing feedback so don’t expect this until we are back in September. However, if
you want to keep up with your studies there are lots of activities available on the home learning website. I would
also encourage you to read a book over the 6-week break, as you know, good literacy is vital to
doing well at school.
Take care of yourselves, your family and friends and I will see you all in September.

Mr Parker
Keep up to date with school developments over the summer
by visiting the school website or school twitter. Click on the
links below to go to the sites.

Summer Reading Challenges
Reading of The Perculiar Peggs od Riddling Woods bu Samuel J Halpin with prompt questions
Read the extract at: https://www.worldbookday.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Primary-Extract-The-Peculiar-Peggs-of-RiddlingEoods.pdf

HGCSC English
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Summer Reading turned into a film
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Summer Reading Challenges
Reading of The Walled City by Ryan Graudin with prompt questions

Summer Subject Challenges
Drama: If your’e in years 7 to 9 What is a
theatre? We all know a theatre is supposed to be a
big building with a lot of chairs where you can sit in
the dark and watch actors (or fall asleep if you’re
old). But it doesn’t have to be! As you spend your 6
weeks holiday out and about (hopefully) keep your
eyes out for places where actors could perform and
audiences could sit and watch them: it could be a
garden with steps in; it could be the play area of
your local park (would your mum sit and watch you
from the top of the climbing frame?); it could be a
row of benches outside a shop. Take a picture of
your theatre, or if you’re really brave make a video
of you performing to an audience there. Be
creative, be imaginative. Have fun!For those that
have taken Drama as an optionGet into Live
Theatre!The buildings may be closed, but that's not
going to stop us from watching live theatre!A)
Watch shows from the National Theatre
1. Go to: https://www.dramaonlinelibrary.com
2. Type in the Username: 9Us-9Xh% and the
password: 7Wg(1Di*
3. Click on 'plays' - the list of all the free to watch
videos will appear
4. Find a performance that appeals and watch it!
Then find another and watch that! Then watch a
third (you get the idea?)My recommendations:One
Man Two Guvnors is very funny - you'll love it!Jane
Eyre - it's long (watch it in episodes) but it's a
brilliant story and very exciting to watch (imagine
being in the theatre to see that!)Treasure island great story, great acting, great set (that keeps
appearing out of the floor!)There's plenty of other
performances too - some of the plays are very
dramatic - if you like screaming, wailing and crying
there are plenty of things to enjoy!! B) Once you've
watched enough from the National Theatre, search
through YouTube "Live theatre performances" has
links to loads of musicals and other shows! C) Finally
- go to sheffieldtheatres.co.uk and look for 'Free
cheers for Sheffield' - links to some of the biggest
songs, singers and moments on the Crucible's
stages from the last few years! Whatever you do,
enjoy doing it!

Maths - Try a new maths problem every
day. https://www.transum.org/Software/SW/Start
er_of_the_day/

Year 10's do a little bit of maths each day using the
link. Find the correct tier you will be sitting next
year and do one question per day.
https://mrchadburn.school.blog/2020/06/26/kee
ping-y10-going-over-summer/

Food Technology: Create a recipe for a main meal
dish to be served in a leisure venue of your
choice.It needs to meet the following criteria:
Contain at least two portions of fruit and/or
vegetables
Convenient to eat
Taste Appealing to audience
Value for money
Once you have designed your meal try making it
and take pictures of each stage including the final
result.

English: It's important you get out and
about, in a safe way, over summer. What
better way to spend a lovely summer's day
than reading.The English department would
love to see you reading in a weird and
wonderful place. It might be you reading
your favourite book by the sea, or reading a
book whilst hiding in a tree! We don't mind if
you're reading a book, magazine, comic
book, anything just as long as you're
reading! Alongside your pictures, it would be
great to hear a little bit about what you're
reading in the form of a short 30 word
review. Send in your pictures and a 30 word
book review to english@hgcsc.co.uk. Enjoy
the summer and get reading!

Music For all pupils, each week, listen to a
piece of music from a genre you wouldn't
usually choose. Consider the musical
elements and write down (or just think about)
the effect the way they are used has on you
as a listener. Check out @Listening_16 on
twitter for daily Western Classical
inspiration. If you have chosen Music as an
option then can you please complete tasks on

https://hgcsc.musicfirst.co.uk/app/

Summer Subject Challenges

For Y9s taking art GCSE next year and our Y10s there is a folder in the Art
home learning section of the website. It’s called 'GCSE Art summer
challenge'. It contains a powerpoint for you to follow for a photography
challenge. This can be added to your coursework.

Science Spend 30mins each week (can be
spread over different days), watching the
different wildlife that you can see out of your
bedroom window.Make a results table for
each week and count how many of each
different type you see. Draw a bar chart at
the end of each week for your results. Write
a conclusion at the end of each week about
what you have seen. (Has the weather
affected the wildlife you have seen? How has
the time of day affected the animals seen?
etc)

Geography: Students could try to create a
field sketch of one new place they visit this
holiday either a drawing or a photo on which
they label what they think are the important
geographical features and why they are
important or how they were created.

Languages - Keep up your language fluency by KS3 - Complete 20 mins of Quizzlet per week
KS4 - Complete 20 mins of Memrise per week
Also why not have a go at cooking some food from another country, here are a couple of
recipes for you to try.

Summer Subject Challenges
Computer Science: The challenge is for
students to create a game using the link
below:
https://arcade.makecode.com/
On this website there are tutorials and
example projects for you to look at and play.
Within this challenge we are giving
students the following targets:
> Does your game record the players score?
Does this allow them to increase this in your
game?
> Do the players have the ablity to lose, this
may be after losing so many lives or hitting a
trap?
> Could you try adding a story into your game
using Text?
> Could you have areas of your game appear
when the player touches a button?

Travel and tourism - produce a presentation
brochure on a place/destination in the UK or
abroad that you would like to visit and the
reasons why you would like to go there.

Health and Social care - go onto the Step
into the NHS website and take the careers
quiz https://www.stepintothenhs.nhs.uk/careers/
take-the-testIt will give you a list of careers
that suit you, do some research into what the
jobs are about and what qualifications you
will need to get into that career.

Statistics: Your challenge over the summer is to notice how many times data is used in adverts
and if it is misleading. A misleading graph is when a graph is drawn incorrectly with the aim to
influence the opinion of the person reading it. Here is an example:

Technology DT GCSE
Summer development project

The graph looks like The Times has double the number of full-price sales as the Daily Telegraph
but if you look at the numbers it is much closer than that. The graph looks that way because it
doesn't begin at 0. Over the summer if you see any misleading graphs on TV adverts, social
media or in newspapers then let me know by emailing jholmes@hgcsc.co.uk

BTEC Sport Summer Challenge

Reward Assembly Shout outs
Tutor
Nominations

R4 - Harry Owen
R5 - William
R1 - Freddie Marschner
Purdy
Poppy Sidebottom Casey Haigh
R2 - Ava Ashton R6 - Evie Hostead
Freddie
Durber
Casey
R3 - Rabi Donzo
Holly Brough R7 - Finn Marshall
Emily Bailey

Home learning champions - Nominated by teachers and
departments based upon the level of participation in home
learning.
William Purdy Rabi Donzo Chloe Middleton
Joni Partington - Coping extremely well with extreme
lockdown situation from before official lockdown (By
Rochelle Edwards)
Josh Lydon Jack Bennett-Wood - Outstanding effort and
producing high quality work whilst working in school ( Mrs
Dickinson)

Year 8 Overall awards

Subject Awards

1.
“Politest e-mails sent by any human being in the universe ever” Award
MATHS – Thomas Walsh
Hannah Winterbottom for sending emails with a level of politeness that would
ENGLISH – Lewis Spowage
put the Queen to shame.
SCIENCE – Amelia Karim
2.
Masterchef Award Toby Kent for the “honey instead of onions in the
LANGUAGES- Scarlett Hewitt
omelette” incident
3.
Funniest Year 8 Moment Award Dylan Bowman for “The Dying Fly” COMPUTER SCIENCE – Lucy
incident – Caught on CCTV - For absolutely no reason, rolling around on the
Green
floor with his legs in the air in a busy corridor – resembling a dying fly. Then
HISTORY – Owen Martin
getting up and walking off as if nothing had happened.
GEOGRAPHY – Anah Karim
4.
Outstanding Individual Work Award 1 Anah Karim for sending in a
DRAMA – Travis Jones
brilliant piece of work, listening to feedback and using the suggestions made
ART- Cadence Strutt
to make it even better.
MUSIC – Keziah Jenkinson
5.
Head Of Year Award Analie Hammond for being the standard all other
PE – Amelia Karim
pupils should aspire to in terms of workrate, commitment and enthusiasm for
TECHNOLOGY-Shanice Fearon
learning. Absolutely outstanding.

Tutor Awards

Subject Awards

Head of Year Award
Demi Daine

9R1 – Emily Jo Critchley
MATHS – Zain Riaz
9R2 –Jack Torpey
ENGLISH – Luke Bloom
GEOGRAPHY – Salwa Abdillahi
9R3 – Kimberley Gebbie
SCIENCE – Rhian Barnes
DRAMA – Sophie Bailey
9R4 – Farhat Hussain
LANGUAGES- Joseph Bailey
ART- Owen Cleary
9R5 – Raqeeb Ahmed COMPUTER SCIENCE – Lacie Harding
MUSIC – Chelsea Hallam
9R6 – Isabella Haley
HISTORY – Aliya Ali
PE – Ella Overton-Taylor
9R7 – Aliya Ali
TECHNOLOGY-Jan Tancos

Tutor Awards
10R1: Kasey Waller & Sayman Zaman
10R2: Omera Sheraz & Armaan Ali
10R3: Warren Clark & Scarlett Wilson
10R4: Molly Birch & Raaid Mahmood
10R5: Jess Thompson & Bilal Imtiaz
10R6: Omarion Jama-Jacobs & Luke Wood
10R7: Zak Longley & Caitlin Portman

Head of Year Awards
Zarin Uddin, Beth Smart
Hamzah Salim, Abdulah Dabashy
A special shout out for Luke Wood, Nandy Kihuyu,
Mia Rajub, Macey Booker , Jay Cutts too!

Y10 Awards
1. Best online learners - Abbey Peters/ Amber Keable
2. Most motivated home learner - Emma Hopkins /
Melanie Cornelius
3. Best personal statement - Edison Chan
4. Most commitment to activities outside of home
learning for example developing a new skill
or progressing a current one - Shannon Linfoot
5. Most commitment to their future/post 16 - Sayman
Zaman
6. Most mature emailer/communicator - Macey
McClymont
7. Most resilient in face of adversity - Caitlin Wilson
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Wellbeing Weekly
Keeping well with Bev and Rochelle
Hello.

as we approach the end of the summer
term this is our final column for the school
newsletter! Who would have thought when this
began over 3 months ago, we would still be sat here
writing the column in summer!
We really hope we have provided some useful
information for you. The situation seems to be a
little more positive these days and we pray this
continues for everyone, young and old. As parents,
you can breathe a sigh of relief that you have
made it to the end of term and no more home
schooling to think about!
We know lots of our pupils and parents have
worked extremely hard on keeping on top of their
learning so now it is time to sit back, relax and
enjoy the summer. Maybe some of you will even
enjoy a break away in the UK or even abroad?!
We also recognise however that this hasn’t been
easy for everyone, I think we can all agree we
have felt different emotions and felt the strain of
lockdown in some way. As well as entertaining the
children and keeping busy, make sure you take
some time out for yourself too and enjoy a cup of
tea..

We look forward to welcoming all our pupils back
in September! Enjoy your summer everyone, rest,

TIP OF THE WEEK:
although school is nearly out for the summer,
try and maintain some sort of routine and
structure for yourself and your child. Waking up
at an appropriate time and going to sleep at a
decent time, limiting technology use or gaming
time, spending time outdoors, having face to face
contact with friends (at a distance!) is all
beneficial for our mental wellbeing.
This Week... Rochelle has been busy making
wedding preparations for her wedding in AugustHopefully! Bev has been getting excited about her
holiday to Greece now that they have decided
that we can travel there. She will be seeing
Rochelle get married on the beautiful island of
Skiathos.
Need support over the summer?
Support for parents:
Young Minds Parents Helpline if you’re Worried
about a child or young person, call them on
0808 802 5544 Mon - Fri from 9:30am to 4pm.
Family Lives offers sdvice on all aspects of
family life, confidential helpline on 0808 800 2222.
Samaritans To talk about anything that is
upsetting you, you can contact Samaritans 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. You can call
116 123 (free from any phone).
Support for young people:
Young people aged 12-18 living in Sheffield can
now access support with issues such as low mood
and anxious thoughts by calling
0808 275 8892 Monday to Sunday 9am-9pm.
The Mix can help you take on any challenge
you’re facing. Aged 13-25, you can call The Mix
on 0808 808 4994 (Sunday-Friday 2pm–11pm).
Talk to an online counsellor on www.kooth.com

